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The man gave graphic
design its name while
building an everlasting one
for himself. Dwiggins was
a master typographer,
letterer and illustrator — a
blend of artist and designer,
psychologist and dreamer.
He made data come alive
and paper sing.
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By looking back through the pages,
we can look forward to a future
of exciting possibilities. Sappi has
a rich heritage and a legacy
of innovation, which we draw upon
as a great source of inspiration
and education. The Reflected Works
tells our story through a collection
of Advertising, Education and
Promotion pieces from 1910–1969,
including our work with the
legendary father of graphic design,
W.A. Dwiggins.

W.A. Dwiggins saw a way to apply
traditional tools to do completely new things
and to speak to businesses and consumers
using what we now widely accept as best practice.
S.D. Warren partnered with the legend
to educate and inspire — and now, as Sappi,
we continue this tradition today.
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Making it Easy
to Plan Printing
1922

It’s never enough just to tell. One must show
how better paper makes for better
printing — and better business. The early
career of Dwiggins found him teaching
in the printing program at the Harvard Business
School, offering his experience and insights
to students headed to printing and publishing
management positions all over the country.
This knowledge and way of relating it — astute
and distinctly Dwiggins — translated
well to his many projects for S.D. Warren.
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A Primer of Paper
Standardization
1924

The design industry is no stranger
to the “what you see is what you get” school
of thought. To guarantee dependable
performance and consistency across product
runs was an S.D. Warren standard then
and continues for Sappi today. Conveying the
specifications with critical attention to detail,
Dwiggins was a pioneering figure in infographic
illustrations — a true innovator.
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Dwiggins worked closely with S.D. Warren art
director Watson Gordon, producing swatchbooks,
samples and other sales materials while honing his
craft across media. This work in printed collateral
formed the majority of his portfolio from the late
’teens through most of the 1920s, as he grew more
expressive with his line to push the boundaries
of creativity and graphic design.
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Sappi has a rich heritage and a legacy of innovation,
which we draw upon for education and inspiration to create
a future of exciting possibilities. The Reflected Works tells
our story through a collection of Advertising, Education and
Promotion pieces from 1910–1969, including our work
with the legendary father of graphic design, W.A. Dwiggins.
Fully searchable, downloadable and enjoyable,
the collection lives on at sappi.com /reflected-works.

Warren’s Standard
Printing Papers Portfolio

The
Reflected
Works

Great ideas persist, and W.A. Dwiggins had quite a few of them. Graphic design is what it is today because of him.
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Our education, training and consulting
resource, Sappi etc., gives you access
to more than a century of rare historical
documents, detailed case studies and
expert technical advice. Whether Sappispecific or industry-related, Sappi etc.
is the go-to for anyone looking to work
smarter and better, find inspiration or
navigate creative and printing processes.
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Use the Layar app to scan the cover
of this booklet and dig deeper into
The Reflected Works.
sappi.com/reflected-works
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